Jukebox-tv
Jukebox-tv is an interactive Tv show where viewers select their own videos,
votes for the hit-list, chat and comment live on the show. Based on the
incoming SMS’es, mails and call to the voice response system the system
automically determines which Video to play next. When the video runs a lot of
Gossip/trivia related to the artist/composer/theme will be shown in numerous
ways. The system automatically selects which gossip bits to display next
based on tags for the video shown.
The system can run in two modes, manual and automatic. When it is run
manual you use the system to integrate all the gossip/sms, mms, e-mails with
your Live elements, comments.
In automatic mode you set up the system (which videos, clips to be
available, which type of trivia, which type of gossip and which types of
incoming data (SMS, MMS, e-mail, voiceresponse etc.), turn on the system
and the produce the show, music videos, videoclips with elements of gossip,
trivia and viewer selections and comments. The show runs until you have
asked it to stop. ½ hour, 45 minuttes or 6 hours, that is all up to you.
The system has an advanced graphic generator that lets you animate and
script all kinds of graphics and texts.
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The system comes in different packages.
The full package consist of a complete system, Software: Jukebox, SMS
module, E-mail module, Voice response module, Video server module,
Hardware: Jukebox system, Videoserver system, Content: Musiv Videos,
Gossip Trivia database, Different Graphic Packages. Just connect it to the
net (to receive sms, mails and phone calls) and the system starts to produce
Music Televison for ever or until you stop it. SD version or HD version your
choice.
Depending on your set-up and frequency you can produce Music Television
for less than 1.000€/1400$/hour (exclusive any music right payments).
Gonzoft Tv Animation is a technologically innovative company based in
Denmark. Gonzoft makes systems to produce better and inexpensive TVshows. You quickly discover the advantages: It means super-flexible
programming. Make shows of any length and any frequency at very limited
costs. Decrease your staff and reduce your production equipment
investment.

To learn more about Jukebox-tv please contact Tom Vedel at
tvedel@gonzoft.com
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